Spatially Defined Surface Sampling Capillary Electrophoresis Mass Spectrometry.
Capillary electrophoresis mass spectrometry (CE-MS) is an established technique for targeted and untargeted analysis of metabolites from complex biological samples. However, current CE-MS devices rely on liquid sample extracts, which restricts acquisition of spatially defined chemical information from tissue samples. The ability to chemically profile distinct cellular regions in tissue can contribute better understanding to molecular foundations in health and disease. Therefore, we describe the first CE-MS device capable of untargeted metabolite profiling directly from defined morphological regions of solid tissue sections. With surface sampling capillary electrophoresis mass spectrometry (SS-CE-MS), endogenous molecules are sampled and detected from a single defined tissue location. Characterization of SS-CE-MS from different locations of the outer epidermal layer of A. Cepa demonstrated reproducible relative migration times and a peak area RSD of 20% ( n = 5). Further, relative migration times were conserved for endogenous metabolites in tissues with varying complexities, including brain, spinal cord, and kidney. Results from proof-of-principle experiments from distinct morphological tissue regions reveal simultaneous analysis of small and large biomolecules, confident metabolite annotation, identification of in-source fragmentation interferences, and discrete isomeric abundances related to biological function. We envision that this new tool will provide in-depth chemical profiling and annotation of molecules in distinct cellular regions of tissue for improved biological understanding.